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Abstract

Spam blogs or Splogs are blogs with either auto-generated
or plagiarized content created for the sole purpose of hosting
ads, promoting affiliate sites and getting new pages indexed.
Splogs now rival generic web spam and e-mail spam, pre-
senting a major problem to analytics on the blogosphere from
basic search and indexing, to opinion, community, influence
and correlation detection. This open task submission details
how splogs impactOpinion Identification, and proposes an
approach to assessment and evaluation for a Spam Blog Clas-
sification task in 2007.

Introduction
Blogs are radically changing the face of communications
on the Internet. Beyond publishing content, blogs enable
users to engage in conversation and form tight knit commu-
nities, constituting a highly influential social medium on the
Web. The personal nature of blogs coupled with the ability
to index and analyze them almost instantaneously present
new opportunities for social pulse analysis launching blog
search, and buzz/influence tracking systems to the forefront,
with applications ranging from market research and public
relations to social psychology and political science.

Though the potential benefit from blogs to both produc-
ers and consumers is unquestionable, their promotion is
hindered by a disturbing problem that now afflicts the bl-
ogosphere, that ofSpam, which now inundates the blo-
gosphere. Spam blogs or splogs refer to blogs created for
the sole purpose of hosting ads, promoting page rank of af-
filiates and getting new content indexed. The problem is
amplified by the fact that content is either auto-generated or
plagiarized from other sources.

The scale of the problem has now assumed shocking pro-
portions. Splogs generated using readily available splog
creation software (Finin 2006), now overwhelm the blo-
gosphere both at ping servers, and at systems that index and
analyze blogs, as reported by blog search and analysis en-
gines (Umbria 2005; Cuban 2005), popular bloggers (Rubel
2005), and more recently through a formal study by us (Ko-
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lari, Java, & Finin 2006). This analysis makes some disturb-
ing conclusions on spam faced by ping servers, systems that
relay pings from freshly updated blogs to blog search en-
gines. Approximately 75% of such pings are received from
splogs. Downstream at blog search engines these numbers
are estimated to be around 20% (Kolariet al. 2006).

Splogs are a major concern to blog publishing platforms
and hosting services, they skew results for blog analytics and
Web advertising campaigns, making blog based analysis less
effective and less trustworthy. This growing problem moti-
vates our proposal on a spam blog classification task in 2007.

The rest of this open task submissions is structured as fol-
lows. The next section shows the basic anatomy of a spam
blog, defines spam blog detection and places it in the con-
text of spam in the Internet. We then survey the area of spam
blog detection, techniques that work, along with showing the
nature of the problem in the TREC Blog track 2007 and its
affect on the primary task of opinion detection. We then
present our proposal on assessing spam, and discuss evalua-
tion approaches. Finally we discuss the proposed input and
output formats before concluding the proposal.

Splog Detection Problem
Figure 1 shows a post from a splog, obtained by querying
the index of a popular blog search engine. As shown, it
(i) displays ads in high paying contexts, (ii) features con-
tent plagiarized from other blogs, and (iii) hosts hyperlinks
that create link farms. Scores of such pages now pollute
the blogosphere, with new ones springing up every moment.
Though splogs continue to be a problem for web search en-
gines, they present a new set of challenges for blog analytics.
We discuss them in detail in the rest of this section.

In the classical web graph modelG(X, E), the set of
nodesX represent web pages, and the set of edgesE stand
for hyper-links between these pages. In contrast, blog search
engines treat the Web using a slightly more intricate and
tuned model,G([B, N, W ], E), whereX = B ∪ N ∪ W .
The membership of nodes in this web-graph is in either of
B, N or W , whereB is the set of all pages (permalinks)
from blogs,N is the set of all pages from news-sources
(edited content), andW is the set representing the rest of
the Web. Splog detection is a classification problem within
the blogosphere subset,B. Typically, the result of such a
classification leads to disjoint subsetsBA, BS , BU where
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(ii)
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Figure 1:A typical splog, plagiarizes content (ii), promotes other
spam pages (iii), and (i) hosts high paying contextual advertise-
ments

BA represents all authentic content,BS represents content
from splogs andBU represents those blog pages for which a
judgment of authenticity or spam has not yet been made.

Using generic logistic regression the splog detection
problem for any nodex ∈ B, can be expressed as:

P (x ∈ BS/O(x)); P (x ∈ BS/L(x))

P (x ∈ BS/L(x), O(x))

wherex ∈ B, O(x) represents local features, andL(x)
represents the link features.

On cursory investigation, this might still appear to be a
classical web classification problem, and specifically a vari-
ation on the web spam problem (Gyöngyi & Garcia-Molina
2005) addressed by TrustRank (Gyöngyi, Garcia-Molina, &
Pedersen 2004). However, the methodologies used by blog
search engines and the nature of the blogosphere make this
an interesting special case of web classification.

• Search Engine Coverage.Splogs are created with the
intention of gaming web search engines associated with
high traffic referrals, and are typically part of link-farms
that go beyond the blogosphere. Blog search engines
however work on a much smaller subset of the Web, by
employing preferential crawling and indexing towards the
setsB andN . Crawling external pages is often imprac-
tical for blog search engines. Give this, any feasible so-
lution should be based on a combination of local models
and link-based models using pages withinB.

• Quicker Assessment.In addition to reach, blog search
engine are judged by how quickly they can index and an-
alyze new content. Since users are uninterested in splogs
but interested in new content, splogs must be eliminated

quickly. This emphasis on speed differentiates splog de-
tection from classical web spam detection that is usually
applied days after content creation.

• Genre of Blog Content. Most automated web spam
detection techniques ignore local features in identifying
spam pages, since content spans across almost all topics.
The blogosphere, however, is a medium for specific gen-
res like personal opinions and journals; and for unedited
content, words appearing on a page can provide interest-
ing cues for classification.

We next discuss some of the techniques that have been ef-
fective in detecting spam blogs.

Detecting Splogs
Over the past year we have been developing techniques to
detect spam blogs. Our thrust has been on using local mod-
els, though we have also explored the use of link-based mod-
els.

Our work is based on a seed data set (Kolari, Finin, &
Joshi 2006) of 700 positive (splogs) and 700 negative (au-
thentic blog) labeled examples containing the entire HTML
content of each blog home-page. All of the models are based
on SVMs (Boser, Guyon, & Vapnik 1992), which are known
to perform well in classification tasks (Joachims 1998). This
paper only reports the highlights based on a linear kernel
with top features chosen using mutual information. Inter-
ested readers are referred to (Kolariet al. 2006) for further
details.

A blog’s local features can be quite effective for splog de-
tection. Alocal featureis one that is completely determined
by the contents of a single web page, i.e. it does not require
following links or consulting other data sources. A local
model built using only these features can provide a quick as-
sessment of the authenticity of blogs. We have experimented
with many such models, and our results are summarized in
Figure 2.

Words
To verify their utility, we created bag-of-words for the sam-
ples based on their textual content. To analyze discriminat-
ing features we used a simple approach of ordering features
by weights assigned to them in the SVM model. It turns out
that the model was built around features which the human
eye would have typically overlooked. Blogs often contain
content that expresses personal opinions, so words like “I”,
“We”, “my”, “what” appear commonly on authentic blog
posts. To this effect, the bag-of-words model is built on an
interesting “blog content genre”. In general, such a content
genre is not seen on the Web, which partly explains why
spam detection using local textual content is less effective
there.

Word N-Grams
An alternative methodology to using textual content for clas-
sification is the bag-of-word-N-Grams, whereN adjacent
words are used as a feature. We evaluated both bag-of-
word-2-Grams and bag-of-word-3-Grams, which turned out
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Figure 2:The performance of local models using different feature
types and size for a linear kernel. Top features were ranked using
mutual information.

to be almost as effective as bag-of-words. Interesting dis-
criminative features were observed in this experiment. For
instance, text like “comments-off” (comments are usually
turned-off in splogs), “new-york” (a high paying advertis-
ing term), “in-uncategorized” (spammers do not bother to
specify categories for blog posts) are features common to
splogs, whereas text like “2-comments”, “1-comment”, “i-
have”, “to-my” were some features common to authentic
blogs. Similar features ranked highly in the 3-word gram
model.

Tokenized Anchors
Anchor text is the text that appears in an HTML link (i.e.,
between the<a...> and</a> tags.) We used a bag-of-
anchors feature, where anchor text on a page, with multiple
word anchors split into individual words, is used. Anchor
text is frequently used for web page classification, but typi-
cally to classifying the target page rather than the one host-
ing the link. We observed that “comment” and “flickr” were
among the highly ranked features for authentic blogs.

Tokenized URLs
Intuitively speaking, both local and outgoing URLs can
be used as effective attributes for splog detection. This
is motivated by the fact that many splogs point to the
“.info” domain, whereas many authentic blogs point to well
known websites like “flickr”, “technorati” and “feedster”
and strongly associated with blogs. We term these features
as bag-of-urls, arrived at by tokenizing URLs using “/” and
“.”.

Global Models
A global model is one that uses some non-local features,
i.e., features requiring data beyond the content of Web page
under test. We have investigated the use of link distributions
to see if splogs can be identified once they place themselves
on the blog (web) hyper-link graph. The intuition is that that
authentic blogs are very unlikely to link to splogs and that
splogs frequently do link to other splogs. We have evaluated
this approach by extending our seed dataset with in-links and

out-links, to achieve AUC values of close to 0.85. Interested
readers are referred to (Kolariet al. 2006) for further details.

Other Techniques
Some of the techniques used by update ping servers, blog
publishing hosts and search engines are documented on the
Web. We list them here for completeness.

• Update ping servers eliminate spings using ping fre-
quency. Blogs (possibly splogs) that ping too frequently
are blacklisted and their pings are discarded for a subse-
quent time window.

• In (Salvetti & Nicolov 2006) a URL tokenization ap-
proach is suggested, based on just using the URL of the
updated blog, tokenized to identify words. The authors
claim to achieve precision values as high as 93.3% and re-
call of 50.9%. Though recall is low, the advantage of this
technique comes from speed; splog filtering is achieved
without fetching content from the blog in question.

• Extensions on blog comment spam model seem to be used
in certain cases. Akismet1, a blog comment spam plug-in
claims to detect splogs using comment spam models.

• URL/IP blacklists created by splog fighting efforts like
http://splogspot.com, http://fightsplog.net are also in use
by some systems.

TREC Blog Track 2006
TREC Blog Track 2006 asked participants to implement and
evaluate a system for “opinion retrieval” from blog posts.
Specifically, the task was defined as follows: build a sys-
tem that will take a query string describing a topic, e.g.,
“March of the Penguins”, and return a ranked list of blog
posts that express an opinion, positive or negative, about the
topic. For evaluation, NIST provided a dataset of over three
million blogs drawn from about 80 thousand blogs. Partici-
pants built and trained their systems to work on this dataset.
Contestants do an automatic evaluation by downloading and
running, without further modification to their systems, a set
of fifty test queries. The results are currently being evaluated
by NIST and will be available in November.

We studied the impact of splogs during our own participa-
tion in TREC (Javaet al. 2006), and report them here. Our
analysis is based on a splog detection technique that works
on a blog home-page using word features. We argue that
splogs significantly impact blog analytics by showing how
they affected the opinion retrieval task, and more generally
query relevance.

Impact of Splogs
In order to make the challenge realistic NIST explicitly in-
cluded 17,969 feeds from splogs, contributing to 15.8% of
the documents (Macdonald & Ounis 2006). There were
83,307 distinct homepage URLs present in the collection, of
which 81,014 could be processed. The collection contained
a total of 3,214,727 permalinks from all these blogs. Our au-
tomated splog filter identified 13,542 splogs. This accounts

1http://akismet.com
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Figure 3: The number of splogs in the top x results for 50
TREC queries. Top splog queries include “cholesterol” and
“hybrid cars”

for about 16% of the identified homepages. The total num-
ber of permalinks from these splogs is 543,086 or around
16% of the collection. While the actual list of splogs is not
available for comparison until the completion of the TREC
open task deadline, the current estimate appears close. To
prevent the possibility of splogs skewing our results perma-
links associated with splogs were not indexed in the system
we built for TREC 2006.

To keep the analysis generic, we evaluate the influence
of splogs in the context of search engine retrieval. Given a
search query, we would like to estimate the impact splogs
have on search result precision. Figure 3 shows the distri-
bution of splogs across the 50 TREC queries. The num-
ber of splogs present varies across the queries since splogs
are query (topic) dependent. For example, the topmost
spammed query terms were ‘cholesterol’ and ‘hybrid cars’.
Such queries attract a high paying advertisement market,
which splogs exploit.

The description of the TREC collection (Macdonald &
Ounis 2006) provides an analysis of posts from splogs that
were added to the collection. Top informative terms include
‘insurance’, ‘weight’, ‘credit’ and such. Figure 4 shows the
distribution of splogs identified by our system across such
spam terms. In stark contrast from Figure 3 there is a very
higher percentage of splogs in the top 100 results.

Splog Task Assessment
We approach splog detection at the blog home-page level,
and then propagate to all posts (permalinks) hosted by the
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Figure 4: The number of splogs in the top x results of the
TREC collection for 28 highly spammed query terms. Top
splog queries include ‘pregnancy’, ‘insurance’, ‘discount’

blog. Although this seems to work well in practice, is in use
by a blog search engine and a partner academic institution,
we propose a more structured approach for TREC.

Inspired by e-mail spam detection, we argue that perma-
links (individual posts) be treated as atomic entities for as-
sessment (and hence evaluation) in the splog detection task,
irrespective of whether splogs are detected at the post or blog
home-page level. Independent of IP blacklists, blacklisted
e-mail addresses (analogous to blog home-pages) and prox-
ies, e-mail spam detection techniques are evaluated on a per-
mail basis. For a splog detector permalinks could be treated
analogously to emails received at an address, providing in-
tuition and structure to the task. This also aligns with how
blog search engines tap into blog updates, making on the fly
decisions about indexing new posts.

We propose a categorization scheme (possibly overlap-
ping) for spam permalinks based on a web spam taxonomy
scheme proposed by (Gyöngyi & Garcia-Molina 2005), and
our experience dealing with spam blogs.

• non-blog pages attempt to associate themselves with the
blogosphere to exploit increased search engine exposure.
Non-blogs usually infiltrate the blogosphere through un-
justified pings at update ping servers. See figure 5.

• keyword-stuffing targets tfidf (Salton & Buckley 1988)
based relevance measures used by search engines. Spam
posts repeat target keywords (query terms) multiple times
on their pages. See figure 6.

• post-stitching is used to automatically generate content,



Figure 5:A non-blog page that pings weblogs.com to exploit the
increased search engine exposure of the blogosphere.

Figure 6:A spam post using keyword stuffing technique to rank
highly for “coupon code”

by combining excerpts from plagiarized posts or news sto-
ries, in high paying advertising contexts. See figure 7.

• post-plagiarism is full content theft from blogs or news
pages. The recent debate surrounding Bitacle2 is one such
example. See figure 8.

• post-weavingis used to conceal excessive links to affil-
iate sites by copying entire posts from other blogs and
weaving in hyperlinks promoting affiliates. See figure 9.

• link-spam is an attempt to artificially inflate page rank or
get new pages indexed, using link dumps that contribute
to a link-farm. Note that post-weaving can be considered
a form of link-spam. See figure 10.

• other-techniquesgroup techniques that appear in none of
the classes above - common ones being page redirection

2http://bitacle.org

Figure 7:A spam post that stitches together excerpts in a highly
profitable advertising context.

Figure 8:A case of full content plagiarism without author consent
by a blog re-publisher.

and cloaking.

The motivation behind a categorization is that different de-
tection models will have to be developed based on the cat-
egory of spam to be detected. For instance, our own word
based model works well for the keyword-stuffing and post-
stitching category. We believe that such an explicit catego-
rization will encourage the consideration of all aspects of
spam blogs by task participants.

Approach
Our proposed assessment values and their interpretation is
shown in table 1. Assessment is done to permalinks in-
dependent of query term or context.“-1” score represents a
non-judgment, and is similar in semantics to its use in Blog
Track 2006 opinion task. “0” represents an authentic blog
post, and the rest of the scores are used to identify a spam
post and its category.



Figure 9:Spam post weaving hyperlinks to affiliate sites for “acne
treatment”.

Figure 10:A spam post contributing to a link-farm involving other
blogs.

Though assessments are attached to permalinks, the as-
sessor labels blog home-pages which can then be propagated
down to all permalinks from the blog. Based on our experi-
ence labeling spam blogs, each assessment takes around 1-2
minutes, as measured from the time the page was accessed
to the time the assessment was entered.

Splog Task Evaluation
Assuming the existence of a TREC Collection similar to the
collection of 2006 spanningn days, we propose that the
dataset be divided into two subsets. The first subset, from
here on referred to asDbase will span the first(n − x) days
of the collection and the second, referred to asDtest will
span the lastx days of the collection. The exact value ofx
will be decided collectively and could be one, two or more
days.

Score Interpretation

-1 Not judged
0 Authentic blog post
1 non-blog
2 keyword-stuffing
3 post-stitching
4 post-plagiarism
5 post-weaving
6 link-spam
7 other-techniques

Table 1:Proposed assessment scores for spam blog classification

Dbase will be released at task announcement for partici-
pants to train and build their splog detection models.Dtest

will be released subsequently along with a input (test) file
to the spam blog detector. Unlike TREC Blog 2006 where
systems were judged by 50 independent topics (queries), the
proposed task will be judged based on 50 independent sets
of permalinks (sampled fromDtest). The cardinality of each
such set will be arrived at through further discussions. We
believe this is a good model for what blog and feed search
engines have to do i.e. make judgment on newly created
posts based on knowledge gathered while indexing earlier
posts, observed attributes of blogs vs. splogs, and models
they built around them.

Spam blog detectors developed by participants will rank
the set of permalinks based on an estimated “splogginess”.
The overall evaluation of systems will be done just on this
ranking, but the category data will allow participants to see
where their systems were strong and weak, to informally
compare across participants, and will serve as feedback for
overall improvement of the quality of the blogosphere.

Dataset Creation
The approaches followed in the creation of the TREC 2006
Blog Collection is detailed in (Macdonald & Ounis 2006).
In addition to permalinks, blog home-pages and feeds were
also part of the collection, cached regularly polling a static
list of blogs (and splogs) over a period of 77 days. One key
component missing in this collection (and important) for a
spam blog classification task is the dynamic aspect of newly
created blogs and their posts; splogs are transient and short-
lived.

To avoid replication of data collection efforts, an approach
to create collections for multiple tasks together can be used.
To overcome the problem3 noted in (Macdonald & Ounis
2006) a ping server with better coverage4, or multiple ping
servers together can be first employed to tap into updates
in the blogosphere. As a next step two collections could
be created from the updates - (i) posts from all blog updates,
and (ii) posts that intersect with the static list of authoritative
bloggers used in TREC Blog Collection 2006. The first col-

3http://pubsub.com served pings for only 37% of the blogs in
TREC Blog Collection 2006

4http://blo.gs can be employed over http://pubsub.com



lection can then be employed for spam blog classification,
and the second for tasks around blog analytics.

Input/Output Formats
We propose the following formats for input and output files.

Input Format
The input file consists of 50 independent sets of permalinks.
The association of a permalinks with home-page, syndica-
tion feed, and post time-stamp is also specified with the in-
put. Track participants can use any of them or their combi-
nation, but make explicit which fields were used.

<set>
<num>...</num>
<test>
<permalink>
<url>...</url>
<homepage>...</homepage>
<feed>...</feed>
<when>... </when>
</permalink>
<permalink>
...
</permalink>
...
</test>
</set>
<set>
...
</set>

Output Format
The output format from a TREC run will be similar to the
format used in the TREC Blog Track 2006 on Opinion Iden-
tification. Permalinks in each of the sets are to be ranked
based on “splogginess” score.

set Q0 docno rank prob runtag

where set is the input permalink set,Q0 is literal “Q0”,
docnois the permalink identifier,rank is the final rank re-
turned by the system,prob is the probability associated with
spam judgment andruntag is the run’s identifier string. Par-
ticipants will be judged on precision/recall across a combi-
nation of all categories of splogs.

Conclusion
In this open task submission we have proposed a spam blog
classification task for TREC Blog Track 2007, argued why
it forms an important part of blog analytics and surveyed ex-
isting techniques on eliminating them. We have also shown
how it impacted the primary task of Blog Track 2006 and
put forward assessment and evaluation for such a task to be
adopted in TREC Blog Track 2007.
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